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Terminology Knowledge 
Management Cycle

Collection of term candidates (source)

Selection of relevant terms (source)
Setup of term list or term database

Source language – target languages

Setup of approval process for new terms, 
change requests (source and target)
Communication of terms plus additional 
information to authoring & translation groups
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But how do we make sure 
that…

…the terminology is being used by everybody?
…the terminology is used as intended?

“forbidden” words are not used
Customer specific / project specific use of terms

…terminology is used consistently?
One term in the source (and target) whenever one 
specific component / concept is described

…term changes are implemented everywhere?
In the source
In the target

…new term candidates are identified?



Check point 1

After the source material is written
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After writing the source text

Depending on who writes the source text, a 
source – source “translation” might be 
necessary

Example software manuals
A developer might phrase an instruction differently than 
a technical writer, who generally knows more about the 
end user’s needs and knowledge level

Proofreading for consistent use of 
terminology, use of “forbidden/unwanted”
terms
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Examples (acrocheck)

Term check 
report

Marked errors



Check point 2

After translation
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After Translation

Proofreading by a human for style, accuracy 
and correct and consistent use of 
terminology in the target…

…BUT…

…will this really ensure that all 16 000 terms 
from your term database have been used 
correctly and consistently?
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Tricks of the brain

The human brain is something wonderful
It does things on its own, without being 
told to do them…

Acocdrnig to an elgnsih unviesitry sutdy the oredr of letetrs in a 
wrod dosen't mttaer, the olny thnig thta's iopmrantt is that the frsit
and lsat ltteer of eevry word is in the crcreot ptoision.  
The rset can be jmbueld and one is stlil able to raed the txet wiohtut 
dclftfuiiy.
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Can a tool help?

What tools are there?
What do they check?
How do they perform the check?
What do they not check (yet)?
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What tools are there?

Term checking routines in translation 
memory systems
Term checking tools in addition to term 
management systems
Standalone tools (independent of 
TM/terminology system)
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What do they check?

Basically
When terms in the source segment are found in 
the term database, the target segment will be 
checked for the existence of the translated term

Check during translation
Check after translation

Sometimes
Terms that are not found in the term database are 
suggested as new term candidates
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How do they perform the 
check?

Text in bilingual format
Source segments – target segments

Parallel texts within TM systems
Bilingual files
Text files containing source and target in delimited 
format
Translation memory content

Term database
Term database of the TM system
Text file, source and target delimited with tabs or 
commas…
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Examples (Wordfast)
Term check report

Marked in bilingual text

Wrong translation (building = Gebäude)
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Examples (across)
Term check report

Marked in bilingual text

Wrong translation (building = Gebäude)

Missing translation
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Examples (Transit)

Marked in bilingual text

Wrong translation (building = Gebäude)

Several 
translations

Missing translation in term database
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Examples (Déjà Vu)

Wrong translation (building = Gebäude)

Marked in bilingual text

Examples (SDLX)

Several translations for one word
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Examples (Trados)
Term check report

Exported segments
Wrong translation 
(building = Gebäude)
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Examples (ErrorSpy)

Term check report

Missing translation (building = Gebäude

Inverted search: target found, but not correct source

Marked in bilingual text
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What is checked?

Occurrence of source term and target term 
as in term database

Term with different ending than in term database 
(plural…) usually not recognized as correct

Terms that are not in the term database yet 
or do not have a translation

Terms that have several translations in the   
term database
Inverted search: occurrence of target term, 
then search for source term
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What is not checked (yet)?
The term in the source appears in a different 
form (e.g. plural) than in the term database

The term is not recognized
The term is recognized, but marked as a possible error, 
as the target term usually also does not comply to the 
spelling in the term database
Misspellings in the source are not recognized

The term in the term database has additional 
information (like customer-specific translation 
or “do not use”-Status), which none of the 
routines can take into account yet 

If it appears in the term database, it is correct…
(except in source language terminology check)
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Summary

Each checking routine only checks one 
or two different things, none checks the 
whole range of possibilities

Missing translation in term database
Missing term in term database
Term with several translations
Term with wrong translation



Thank you


